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ABSTRACT  
 
  Much of the past research on Native Mandarin speakers’ acquisition of English consonants has 
focused on codas because of the constraint against stop phonemes as codas.  Native Mandarin speakers 
face a range of challenges in the process of acquiring English because of the variation between the 
syllable structures of English and Mandarin, and the variation between the two phonological systems.  
Past research has investigated native Mandarin speakers’ perception, and production of English words.  
Based on the reviewed literature for this study, stop and liquid clusters in onset position which contrast 
according to voicing have not been the focus of past research.   
 The following study focuses on Mandarin speakers’ perception and production of English stop 
and liquid clusters in onset position when the stops contrast according to voicing.  In order to achieve this 
goal the following methodology was adopted to obtain experimental data.  First, a recording for the 
auditory perception task was created. Next, the production component, which contained both a word-
reading, and natural elicitation task, was established.  Participants completed the auditory perception task 
first, and then the two production tasks.  
 The results of the auditory perception task showed few perception errors.  The perception results 
showed sound changes in five environments in the reading exercise including onset consonant, cluster, 
vowel, final consonant, and re-segmenting of the phrase.  The story re-tell task showed similar sound 
changes to those present in the reading exercise.  Results of this study show that for this small group of 
participants’ perception of contrasts precede production.  This study suggests a need for future research to 
further investigate native Mandarin speakers’ phonemic perception and production of English stop + 
liquid clusters which contrast according to voicing.   
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IV 
PREFACE  
 
 This linguistic study is an investigation of native Mandarin speakers’ acquisition of English stop+ 
liquid clusters in onset position which contrast according to voicing.  As a result of the expected 
constraints against voiced stop codas for native Mandarin Chinese speakers’ learning English, there have 
been multiple studies done on the topic of acquisition of English voiced stop phonemes in coda position.  
However, based on the literature review done for the purpose of this thesis, there are no studies done on 
native Mandarin speakers’ acquisition of English stop+ liquid clusters in onset position; the current study 
is an attempt to contribute to this void.  The contribution of this Master’s thesis may prove to be useful in 
future research geared towards better understanding of native Mandarin speakers’ acquisition of English 
phonemes and contrasts.   
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VIII 
1.0 PRELIMINARIES  
 
1.1 Mandarin Chinese   
 
This study focuses on Mandarin, a variety of Chinese.  Chinese reportedly has 
seven dialect families, which often are not mutually intelligible, although they share a 
written system.  Additionally, phonemes of one dialect are related to those of another 
through systematic rules.  The largest Chinese dialect family is Mandarin, which has over 
70 percent of the speakers.  The variation between the phonologies of Mandarin and 
English make the acquisition of the English language challenging for native Mandarin 
speakers.  The differences between Mandarin and English include syllable structure, 
phonetic inventories, phonemic contrasts, and phonotactic constraints.    
1.2. Introduction to Study  
The theoretical basis of this study revolves around second language acquisition 
and phonology. Partly because of the differences between the syllable structure and 
phonemic contrasts of Chinese and English, native Mandarin speakers face a range of 
challenges in the process of acquiring English. Much of the past research on the 
acquisition of English by speakers of Mandarin has focused on stops in coda position 
because of the   constraint against most phonemes in that position (Broselow & Xu, 
2004).   
Contrary to the focus of much of the past research on native Mandarin speakers’ 
acquisition of English, this study concerns stop + liquid clusters in onset position that 
contrast according to voicing.  This study differs from past work because of the focus on 
onset clusters, and the stop voicing contrast.  While voiced vs. voiceless stops contrast in 
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English, they do not in Mandarin, and therefore speakers’ ability to perceive and produce 
this contrast is investigated in this study.   
1.3 Study Objectives  
As listed below, this study has two primary objectives:  
1. To investigate native Mandarin speakers’ perception of English stop + liquid 
clusters in onset position, when the stops contrast according to voicing.   
2. To investigate native Mandarin speakers’ production of English stop + liquid 
clusters in onset position, when the stops contrast according to voicing.   
1.4 Potential Study Implications  
This study should contribute to a better understanding of native Mandarin speakers’ 
acquisition of English phonemic contrasts. It may also enable teachers of English as a 
second language to better understand how to help Mandarin Chinese students more 
effectively acquire the ability to perceive and produce the difference between American 
English voiced and voiceless stops in onset liquid clusters.   
1.5  Phonological Concepts  
1.5.1 Phonemes and Minimal Pairs  
The basic sound contrasts in any given language that distinguish words from each 
other are called phonemes. For example, in English the words time [taɪm] and dime 
[daɪm] differ from each other in just one sound and have different meanings. They form 
a minimal pair. The sound /t/ and /d/ are separate phonemes in English. English /t/ and /d/ 
are also considered phonetically distinctive because they differ in one single feature, 
voicing (Hayes, 2009).   In Chinese the [d] phone does not exist, but there is a phonemic 
contrast between unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops.     
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1.5.2 Syllables and Phonotactic Rules  
Across languages, syllables are made up of onsets and rhymes.  The onset is the 
consonant, or string of consonants that are at the beginning of the syllable.  The rhyme 
contains both the nucleus and the coda.  The nucleus is a vowel or diphthong that is at the 
syllable’s core and that functions as its sonority peak.  The coda is the consonant or 
sequence of consonants found at the end of the syllable.  All syllables must have a 
nucleus, but they may lack a coda or onset.   
Syllable structures are significant in this study because different languages have 
different “rules” regarding their syllable structures. For example, English allows a wide 
variety of consonants and combinations of consonants as codas. In addition, English 
allows many sequences of consonants as clusters in onset position, while Mandarin does 
not.  Rules regarding syllable structures allowed in any given language may be referred to 
as syllable structure rules or more generally phonotactic rules or constraints.  The 
differences between the syllable structures of English and Mandarin affect the acquisition 
of English as a second language by speakers of Mandarin. A more extensive explanation 
appears later.  
1.6. Phonological Structure of Mandarin 
1.6.1 Mandarin Chinese Consonants  
      The consonants present in the inventory of Mandarin Chinese, as stated in Duanmu 
(2007), are listed below.  Note that there is some variation depending on the source.    
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Table 1.1 Mandarin Chinese Phonetic Inventory  
 Labial  Dental  Palatal  Retroflex Velar  
Stop  p    pʰ t       tʰ   k      kʰ 
Nasal  m N   Ŋ 
Fricative  f S ɕ ʂ ʐ X 
Affricate  ts   tsʰ  tɕ  tɕʰ ts  tsʰ  
Approximate   l    
   
 Major differences between Mandarin, and English, of relevance in the presence 
study include the following.  For stop phonemes, Mandarin Chinese has /p, pʰ/, /t, tʰ/, /k, 
kʰ/ where the first member of the pair is unaspirated (Huang, 1992).  According to Zhang 
and Yin (2009), aspiration is a distinctive feature in Chinese.  In terms of liquid 
phonemes, Mandarin Chinese has the lateral /l/ similar to that in English, but the 
approximate /r/ is not present in the phonemic inventory at all, nor does it occur 
phonetically (Chen, 2003).  As explained later in this chapter there are also significant 
differences in the clusters present in Mandarin compared with those in English.  
1.6.2 Mandarin Chinese Vowels  
The variation between the phonetic inventory of English and that of Mandarin 
affects a range of sounds including the vowels.  As seen in the table below, Mandarin 
Chinese has five vowel phonemes, including four front vowels and one back vowel. 
When a high vowel occurs before another vowel, they behave as glides [j, ɥ, w] 
(Duanmu, 2007). 
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Table 1.2 Vowel Phonemes of Mandarin Chinese  
 Front  Back  
High  i  y U 
Mid  ə  
Low  A  
 
 Although there are only five vowel phonemes in Mandarin, there are many 
phonetic variants.  For example, according to Duanmu (2007), the mid vowel [ə] has five 
variants that occur in different phonetic environments.  Mandarin Chinese vowels carry 
one of four possible tones that are used to distinguish different words. Chinese Tones are 
not of concern in this study. 
1.6.3 Syllable Structure of Mandarin Chinese  
The syllable structure of Mandarin differs significantly from that of English. As 
explained in Broselow’s Syllable Transfer Hypothesis (see chapter 2), these differences 
between the syllable structure of Mandarin and English probably contribute to the 
challenge of second language acquisition.   
 Traditional Chinese syllable structure is said to have variable templates ranging 
from V to CGVX.  C represents the initial consonant, which can be any consonant in the  
inventory except [ŋ].  G represents the onglide which must be [j] or [w] (Chen, 2003).  V 
represents the vowel nucleus, and X represents the coda which must be [n], [ŋ], or null.   
 According to Chen, the only possible onset cluster in Chinese is CG.  However, 
some researchers view onglides as part of the following vowel rather than the preceding 
consonant, resulting in a branching nucleus instead of a branching onset (Chen, 2003).     
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As explained by Huang (1992), Mandarin allows for voiceless stops in initial 
position; however the voiced-voiceless phonemic contrast does not exist as such in any 
position.  The only possible onset sequences starting with a stop in Mandarin consist of a 
voiceless aspirated stop followed by a glide (eg /tʰw/) , or a voiceless unaspirated stop 
followed by glide (e,g /pj/), therefore, regardless of the syllable structure view taken, 
there are no onset liquid clusters.   
1.7 Phonotactic Structure of American English   
According to Chen (2003), the syllable structure of English can vary from V to 
CCCVCCCC.  Harley (2003) explains that there are three main phonotactic rules 
regarding which English consonants are able to combine to form two consonant onset 
clusters.  First of all, the first consonant in a two consonant onset cluster must be an 
obstruent, specifically a str\op or a fricative like /b/ or /v/.  Secondly, if the first 
consonant is anything other than an /s/, the second consonant must be a liquid or a glide 
such as /l/ or /w/. If the first consonant is an /s/, the second can be a voiceless stop, a front 
nasal, /l/ or /w/.    
As noted by Felmming (2007), stop-liquid clusters are among the most common onset 
consonant clusters.  English contrasts three places of articulation in a stop-liquid cluster 
before /r/ including bilabial (/p,b/), alveolar (/t,d/) and velar (/k,g/). Before /l/ English 
contrasts two places of articulation, bilabial (/p,b/), and velar (/k,g/).  There is a 
restriction against coronal stops plus /l/ clusters, such as /dl/ or /tl/.  
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1.8 Differences in Syllable Structure Between Mandarin and English  
 
 Unlike English, there are no stop + liquid clusters in Mandarin.  Mandarin does 
have stop + glide sequences including /pj/, /pw/, /tj/, /kj/, although researchers do not 
agree on the status of the glide 
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2.0 SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION LITERATURE  
 
2.1 First Language Transfer  
 
 Some of the errors that a second language learner makes can result from the 
transfer of a structure from their native language (First Language Transfer).  For 
example, as cited in Tomasello and Herron (1998), many native English speakers 
learning French initially say something like je suis un professeur as opposed to the 
correct je suis professeur.  The incorrect French structure directly translates to the 
English phrase I am a professor, where the indefinite article is required.  When referring 
to oneself in French, an article such as un is not necessary.  In this case, the use of an 
article in the speakers’ L1 (English) results in the production of an article in the speakers’ 
L2 (French).  Due to the significant differences in the phonology of Mandarin and 
English, there is potential for First Language Transfer to apply (Hansen, 2001).   
       In Hansen’s (2001) study of final stop consonants produced by Mandarin speakers 
who were learning English, it was found that participants produced voiceless stops more 
accurately than voiced.  Hansen’s results are supported by Flege (1987) who stated that 
L1 transfer is likely affect segments that are similar between the L1 and L2,  because 
learners can make “equivalence classifications”.  Equivalence classifications may result 
in the transfer of elements from the L1 into the emerging L2.   
      The linguistic concept of markedness can further explain Hansen’s (2001) findings.  
Elements of English that do not occur in Mandarin, such as the phoneme /r/, onset stop + 
liquid clusters, and the contrast between voiced and voiceless stops are therefore marked 
for native Mandarin speakers.  However, other elements such as voiceless stops and /l/ 
should be less marked because they do exist in Mandarin.  Based on the markedness 
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concept, participants should have less difficulty with less marked aspects of English (e.g; 
voiceless stops and /l/).   
2.2 Syllable Transfer Hypothesis  
 An aspect of the L1 Transfer theory that is significant to this study is Broselow’s 
Syllable Transfer Hypothesis.  According to the Syllable Transfer Hypothesis, the 
difference between syllable structures in Mandarin and English will cause problems for 
Mandarin speakers learning English.  Broselow (1994) states, “when the target language 
permits syllable structures which are not permitted in the native language, learners will 
make errors which involve altering those structures to those which would be permitted in 
the native language” (p.263).  Past studies have suggested that Broselow’s hypothesis is 
accurate for native Mandarin speakers learning English.  For example, when dealing with 
English word-final obstruents (which do not occur in Mandarin), many native speakers of 
Mandarin add a schwa after the final consonant, or simply delete the consonant.   
 Although much of the past research incorporating Broselow’s Syllable transfer 
hypothesis has focused on codas it applies to other parts of the syllable as well.  Native 
Mandarin speakers will likely modify onset clusters in English words to match the 
structure in their L1, for example, deleting the liquid, or changing it to fit the syllable 
structure of their L1.   
2.3 Native Mandarin Speakers’ Perception and Production of English Stops 
This section of the literature review will be divided into perception and production 
studies.  There have been multiple studies done on the topic of Mandarin speakers’ 
perception and production of English stop phonemes as codas, including Hansen (2001), 
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Broselow et al. (1998), Flege et al. (1992), Broselow, & Xu (2004), Flege & Wang 
(1989), and Crowther, & Mann (1992).   
 2.3.1 Perception Studies  
Muranno and Skelton’s (1992) perception study investigated the ability of Mandarin 
Chinese speakers to recognize the /t/-/d/ contrast at the end of words in English.  
Participants were given a sheet with a series of English words and non-words that 
contrast in word final /t-d/. Results showed that 82% of the words ending in /t/ were 
correctly identified but only 65% of the words ending in /d/ were correctly identified. 
Crowther and Mann (1992) investigated native Mandarin Chinese speakers’ use of 
acoustic cues such as vocalic duration and F1 offset frequency to identify the English /t-
d/ contrast.  Findings showed that native English speakers have more sensitivity to 
vocalic duration; the difference in the use of F1 offset frequency was much smaller and 
clearer in the case of production than perception.  It was hypothesized that because of the 
lack of final consonants in Mandarin Chinese, speakers’ use of vocalic cues to identify 
and produce English stops is affected.  The use of vocalic cues is viewed as a 
compensation strategy used by native Mandarin speakers to improve their ability to 
accurately identify the English /t/- /d/ contrast.     
Flege (1989) suggested that spectral and temporal properties of the preceding vowel 
and the formant transitions leading into the final consonant are sufficient for native 
Mandarin speakers to identify the English /t/-/d/ accurately.  Flege’s study found that 
Chinese subjects had native-like accuracy rate of identifying stop contrasts containing all 
available acoustic cues to the English /t-d/ contrast.  However, they only had a 64% 
success rate once the release burst had been removed (compared with the native speakers’ 
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near perfect score).  Flege explains that the participants’ difficulty with the edited /t-d/ 
tokens may be because Chinese speakers of English as L2 often devoice /b,d,g/ in 
conversational speech, and both voiced and voiceless stops are often produced without 
audible release bursts.   
2.3.2 Production Studies  
Hansen (2001) investigated the acquisition of English syllable codas by native 
Mandarin speakers.  The study included three Native Mandarin speakers who were 
studying in the United States.  The participants had been in the United States for 
approximately five months prior to the study.  The participants’ coda production was 
analyzed in two interviews spread out by a time span of six months.  The data analyzed 
included single, double and triple codas.  Results showed that participants employed 
different strategies based on the length of the coda.  For single codas, feature change was 
most common.  For double codas, epenthesis was commonly used, and for triple codas 
deletion of the marked element was used regularly.  Hansen explains these modifications 
by several different linguistic theories, including L1 transfer, markedness, sonority and 
natural phonological processes.  
 L1 transfer affected Hansen’s (2001) results because participants produced 
voiceless stops with aspiration as opposed to the unaspirated English versions.  The 
aspiration suggests that speakers were transferring the aspirated voiceless stops from their 
L1 Mandarin into their L2 English. On the other hand, markedness may have explained 
the lower accuracy rate on the marked voiced obstruents. Voiced obstruents do not exist 
in Mandarin, and voiceless obstruents do; therefore, voiced obstruents are more marked 
than voiceless.  
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 Flege and Wang’s (1989) study included participants who were native Mandarin 
speakers learning English.  The study required that participants memorize a list of nonce 
words and definitions.  Participants were given a definition, then were required to say the 
nonce word to elicit the desired coda production.  Results showed that participants 
produced 81% of the voiceless stops incorrectly, and 98% of the voiced stops incorrectly.  
The incorrect productions included deletion of the more marked element in some cases, 
and epenthesis in others. The lower accuracy rate participants of voiced stops as codas 
suggest that markedness affects participants’ accuracy.  The general difficulties 
producing stop codas suggest that L1 transfer affected participant’s responses. Similar 
results were found in Broselow et al (1998).    
 Broselow and Xu’s (2004) study investigated the production of English final 
consonants.  Results showed that both voiceless stop codas and voiced stop coda’s were 
difficult for Mandarin speakers to produce correctly.    
Past research, as reviewed here, shows that English codas pose a challenge for native 
Mandarin Chinese speakers to perceive and produce.  The findings of the study’s 
reviewed are significant, and support the Optimality Theory, which suggests that there 
are constraints in a speaker’s grammar based on rules of their native language, which 
affect the acquisition of a second language.   
A limitation of the literature reviewed is that the focus has been primarily on final 
stop singleton sounds.  With the exception of Chen (2003) and Chappell (2008), little 
research has focused on consonant clusters.  Chen’s (2003) study focused on the 
production of /spr, sp, pr, skr, sk, kr, str, st, tr/ initial onset clusters.  The results of Chen’s 
study showed that Mandarin Chinese speakers’ had more difficulty producing tri-
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consonant clusters than bi-consonant clusters. It was observed that to modify onset bi-
clusters, participants used epenthesis and inserted a schwa between the two consonants to 
eliminate the cluster, or they used deletion to eliminate the more marked element of the 
cluster. The deleted marked element varied according to the type of the cluster (bi-
consonant, tri-consonant, or if it involved a voiced or voiceless stop, a /l/ or /r/).    
Chen’s study also noted the high frequency of /r/ substitution used by native 
Mandarin subjects. Prior to the study it was assumed that participants would have more 
problems with clusters that included /r/ because /r/ does not exist in Mandarin.  Based on 
the perspective of first language transfer, second language learners may identify /r/ in 
terms of their native language categories.  Among all approximates in Chinese, the 
closest to the English /r/ would be /l/ (which has the same place of articulation, voicing, 
and similar degree of aperture).  Chen’s results showed that English /r/ was replaced with 
/w/ when occurring after all voiceless stops.  In some cases /r/ was replaced with / t͡ ʃ/ 
when occurring after /t/. According to Chen, when saying words with /tr/ onset clusters 
some English speakers produce more of an initial affricate than a stop, and because there 
is some degree of assimilation to the following /r/ the first segment is a retroflex affricate 
similar to the Chinese /t͡ s/.  If that is the case, according to Chen (2003), it is natural to 
expect native Mandarin speakers to replace the English /tr/ cluster with a retroflex or 
alevopalatal affricate.   
In Chappell’s (2008) study, voiceless consonant clusters in word final position were 
produced more accurately than voiced consonant clusters in word final position.  
Specifically, word final consonant clusters containing voiced obstruents were de-voiced 
or the voiced obstruent was deleted.   
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2.4 Relationship between Perception and Production  
As stated by Zhang and Yin (2009), a phoneme that is new to a learner is often 
perceived as “alien”, but once a learner can hear a sound, correct production is possible.  
However, if a learner cannot perceive a sound, they will not be able to produce it.  
Therefore, the issue of perception must be overcome first.  Differing from Zhang and 
Yin’s claim that perception must precede production; Gass (2004) questions the 
relationship.  Gass (2004) study suggested that nonnative speakers’ perception differed 
from that of native speakers’ in two primary ways.  Firstly, nonnative speakers’ 
perception of phonemes appeared to be influenced by the location of phoneme positional 
boundaries in both the native and target language.  Additionally, nonnative speakers’ 
perceived stop consonants continuously rather than categorically.  However, nonnative 
speakers’ production showed a greater similarity to native speakers’ production.  Gass 
(2004) suggested a need for future research to re-evaluate the relationship between 
perception and production.   
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Purpose of the study  
  
The purpose of the study is to extend the scope of current research on native 
Mandarin Chinese speakers’ acquisition of English voiced phonemes. This study will 
examine participants’ ability to perceive and produce clusters that contrast according to 
voicing, which is not a distinctive feature in Mandarin, their native language.   As 
mentioned in the ‘Prior Studies’ section with the exception of two prior studies, 
according to the literature done for purposes of this thesis, research has focused on final 
stop single sounds.  The two exception studies, Chen (2003), and Chappell (2008), both 
focused on consonant clusters.   
 This study will differ from Chappell’s (2008) work, in that the focus is on onset 
clusters, as opposed to clusters in final position.  Chappell’s perception task, investigated 
native and non-native speaker judgment of the intelligibility of the Mandarin speakers’ 
utterance.  In contrast, the perception task in this study will investigate participants’ 
ability to accurately perceive stop+ liquid clusters.  Despite the generalization that 
markedness in initial position is easier than final for English L2 learners to produce, 
focusing on onset clusters added a unique aspect to current research. 
Chen’s (2003) study focused on the production of two and three consonant onset 
clusters. The tokens used in Chen’s study included a variety of two and three consonant 
onset clusters such as /spr, sp, pr, skr, sk, kr, str, st, tr/.   This study will focus on both 
perception and production of two consonant stop + liquid consonant clusters in onset 
position which contrast according to voicing.  By focusing on both perception and 
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production, a relationship questioned by prior research is investigated.  Focusing on 
clusters is furthering investigation in an area of little prior research.  
3.2 Research Questions  
1. Given a list of minimal pairs with stop+ liquid clusters in onset position which 
contrast according to voicing, are Mandarin Chinese speakers able to perceive the 
contrasts (bl, pl; br, pr; tr, dr; kl, gl,; kr, gr) as read by a Native English speaker? 
2. Given a word list in the context “Say   again”, are Mandarin Chinese 
speakers able to distinctively produce English stop contrasts as part of liquid 
clusters (bl, pl; br, pr; tr, dr; kl, gl,; kr, gr), in onset position?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
3.3 Hypothesis  
 According to Broselow’s syllable structure hypothesis, as cited in Chappell 
(2008), the difference between syllable structures will cause problems for native 
Mandarin leaners of English.  Broselow’s hypothesis explains that when a target 
language (L2) permits syllable structures that are not permitted in the native language 
(L1), learners will make errors, which involve altering those structures to what would be 
permitted in their native language.   
 As observed in Chen’s (2003) results, it is expected that participants in the current 
study will have more difficulty producing clusters with /r/ than /l/.  Although the lateral 
/l/ exists in Mandarin, the approximate /r/ does not.  Based on the theory of L1 transfer, it 
is expected that participants will substitute similar approximates, /l/ or /w/, for the 
English /r/ phoneme.  In the current study it is expected that participants will have 
difficulty producing contrasts between voiced/ voiceless stops in liquid clusters.   
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 Based on the results of Flege (1989), it is expected that participants in this study 
will have a high rate of success perceiving stop-liquid onset consonant clusters that 
contrast according to voicing.  The reason for expected perception success in this study is 
that none of the acoustic cues were removed.   
Voiceless stop and /l/ clusters are expected to be the easiest to produce for 
participants in the current study.  As mentioned earlier, the lateral /l/ phoneme does exist 
in Mandarin, and according to Huang (1992) voiceless stops do exist in onset position; 
therefore, participants are familiar with both the lateral /l/ and voiceless stops from their 
L1 and are likely be able to translate that knowledge to English their L2.  Voiced stops 
and /r/ clusters are expected to be the most challenging for participants to produce, 
because neither phoneme exists in Mandarin.  Participants are expected to use 
modification strategies such as deletion of the more marked element of clusters, 
epenthesis, de-voicing, or substitution when encountering these unfamiliar clusters.   
Despite inconclusive research concerning whether or not perception actually precedes 
production, it is expected that this study will show participants being more successful 
perceiving the stop contrasts than producing them.  Without the ability to edit stimulus to 
remove the closure voicing or the release bursts like Flege (1989) did, it is expected that 
participants will use acoustic cues to correctly identify the voicing contrast.   
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3.4 Procedure  
The tokens for this study consisted of fifty minimal pairs of stop+ liquid clusters 
in onset position.  Other required materials included a test tape for the perception 
task, and pictures for the story re-tell task.  The pre-study consisted of a consent form 
and two surveys. The main procedure for this study includes two sections, a 
perception and a production section.  After establishing whether participants can 
accurately identify stop+ liquid consonant clusters that contrast according to voicing 
in onset position, two sub tasks related to production were administered.  The result 
of the procedure was a comprehensive sample of data that was analyzed and 
evaluated to determine each participant’s ability to perceive and produce English stop 
+ liquid clusters in onset position that contrast according to voicing.   
3.4.1Pre Study  
1. The participants read and signed a consent form.   
2. The participants filled out a language background survey (see Appendix #1).  
The purpose of the language background survey was to obtain information 
about where the participants are from, and what Chinese dialect(s) they speak.   
3. Participants filled out a language attitude survey (see Appendix #2).  In order 
to complete the language attitude survey, participants read a series of 
situations and rated their comfort level using English in each setting.  The 
purpose of the language attitude survey was to investigate the possibility of 
the number of sound changes a participant had which was then correlated to 
their level of language anxiety.  
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3.4.2 Perception Test  
The general purpose of the perception section of the study was to investigate 
participants’ perception of English stop voicing contrasts as part of liquid consonant 
clusters.  Prior to the study, a recording of a native English speaker saying a series of 
minimal pairs in context was created (for script of recording see Appendix #3).  The 
context in which the words were said was “Say    again”.  Only one token of 
each minimal pair was said on the recording.  The minimal pairs contained stop + liquid 
clusters that contrast according to voicing in onset position.  The minimal pairs included 
both real and non-words. The word list is included in the thesis as part of the Appendix 
(see Appendix #5).    
Participants had an answer sheet with the list of minimal pairs (also located in 
Appendix #4).  While listening to the recording, on the answer sheets, participants circled 
the word that they heard the speaker on the recording say.   
3.4.3 Production  
The production part of the study investigated participants’ production of English stop 
+ liquid consonant clusters in onset position.  Two subsections were included in the 
production part of this study: word reading, and story re-telling.  Prior to completing the 
production part of the study participants were shown the word list, and asked to look it 
over to ensure familiarization with the words.  Participants were informed that some of 
the words are real English words, and some are possible English words.  They were also 
told to point out any words with pronunciations that are unclear.   
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In the word repetition section, participants read a word list containing minimal pairs 
with contrastive stops as part of liquid consonant clusters in word initial position (for 
word list used in this activity see Appendix #5).  The minimal pairs were randomized 
within the word list, and all words were read in the context, “Say  again”.  
Participants were given the list, and told to put the words in the frame “Say  
 again.”   
3.4.4 Acoustic Analysis  
 
Each participant’s tokens from the word reading and story re-telling sections were 
acoustically analyzed using PRATT.  All words were separated from each other using 
Audacity, and put in WAV format. Each WAV file was then uploaded into PRATT.  
Next, a spectrogram that displayed the target word was created.  Each spectrogram was 
analyzed, and sound changes were recorded, and tabulated.  Results are displayed in 
Chapter 4.    
 
3.5 Participants  
 
Participants were all a part of 200-level classes within the English for Nonnative 
Learners program at Syracuse University.  This study hoped to use between ten and 
fifteen participants, but was only able to successfully recruit eight.   
The participants were recruited with the help of Margo Sampson, the coordinator of 
the English for Nonnative Learner program.  Dr. Margo Sampson provided the e-mail 
addresses of the 200 level ENL instructors who were then contacted and asked to explain 
the study to students in their classes.  The 200 level ENL instructors were able to recruit 
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12 student volunteers for the study, who signed up for specific time slots.  Before each 
specific time slot the student scheduled to participate received a reminder through e-mail.  
Of the 12 students who volunteered to participate in the study, eight showed up.  The 
200 level ENL teaching assistant who helped recruit these students asked for volunteers 
from the Beijing area. However, only six of the eight participants were from the North of 
China as requested.  One participant was from central China, and another from the South.  
Participant #6 was the only participant who was not a native Mandarin speaker.  
Participants #1 and #2, both speak other dialects as well as Mandarin.  
All participants were undergraduate students in 200 level ENL classes from China. 
Other background information about each participant was obtained through a language 
background survey.  Variables obtained through the language background survey 
included, gender, undergraduate major, score on the Test of English as Foreign Language 
Exam (TOEFL), age, first spoken dialect, age of acquisition of Mandarin, other spoken 
Chinese dialects, home province, length of time learning English, if they ever lived in an 
English speaking environment prior to coming to the United States, and where their past 
English teachers were from.   
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Table 3.1 Participants Biographical Information  
Participant  Gender Age  Province  College Major  Nationality 
of past 
English 
Teachers  
Lived in 
an 
English 
speaking 
location  
1 Male  18-20 Sichuan  Math China  No  
2 Female  18-20 Jiangsu  Math China  No 
3 Male  21-23 Hebei  Economics China  No  
4 Male  18-20 Henan  Computer 
Engineer 
China  6 months  
5 Female  18-20 Beijing  Communication 
Studies  
China  5 months  
6 Male  18-20 Guangdong  Electrical 
Engineer  
United 
States  
No  
7 Female  18-20 Beijing Business  China  No  
8 Male  18-20 Hebei  Undecided  China  No  
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Table 3.2 Participants Language Background Information  
Participant  TOFEL 
Score  
First spoken 
dialect  
Other 
spoken 
dialect  
Years 
learning 
Mandarin  
Years 
learning 
English  
1 81-100 Mandarin  Minjiang  18  1-5 
2 81-100 Mandarin  Nanjing  18  6-8 
3 101-120 Mandarin  None  21  10-12  
4 81-100 Mandarin  None  18  6-8 
5 101-120 Mandarin  None  18  10-12 
6 81-100 Cantonese  Cantonese  10  1-5 
7 81-100 Mandarin  None  18  10-12  
8 81-100 Mandarin  None  18  10-12  
 
 The dialectal background of participant #6 differs from that of the others.  
Cantonese has eight stop phones.  In addition to the six stop phones in the Mandarin 
phonology there is also a labial velar pair /kw/ and /kʰw/.  Unlike Mandarin, Cantonese 
has six phones that can occur in final position including /p, t, k, m, n, ŋ/.  In Cantonese 
there are no consonant clusters, just as in Mandarin.   
3.6 Methodology of Analysis  
After the initial transcription of the data, two Native American English speakers 
transcribed 25% the participants’ recordings.  Both transcribers have knowledge of the 
International Phonetic Alphabet and have had practice in transcribing.  In places where 
there is disagreement between the two transcribers, a third transcriber will be consulted.  
The purpose of using two transcribers external to the experiment is to validate the 
researcher’s transcriptions.  Also, a researcher transcribing their own experimental results 
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may demonstrate bias towards predictions; the additional transcribers serve the purpose 
of reducing the significance of that bias.  
Transcriber #1’s transcription matched the researchers in 94% of the phones 
transcribed.  Transcriber #2’s transcription matched the researchers in 89% of the phones 
transcribed.  Due to the similarity between the researchers transcription and the 
transcriber’s transcriptions one would suggest an overall high level of accuracy.   
As a result of the fact that there are many dialects with different phonologies in 
China, it is reasonable to assume that the language background of a particular participant 
may affect their results.  For example, in the Cantonese dialect voiceless stops do exist as 
codas.  It is reasonable to assume that a native Cantonese speaker would have an easier 
time perceiving and producing voiceless stops as codas because it occurs in their native 
language.  As a way of taking dialects into account, participants will be asked what 
dialects they speak, what their native dialect is, and how old they were when they first 
started to learn Mandarin.  The participant’s language background will be a main focus of 
the discussion of results.   
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4.0 Results    
  
     This chapter is divided into two primary sections, one for the perception results, and 
one for the production results.  First, the perception results section includes graphs 
displaying the results for the participants as a group, then the individual results. The 
production results section includes graphs showing group results and then each 
individual’s results.   
     Overall perception and production results show that native Mandarin Chinese speakers 
have minimal difficulty perceiving and producing initial stop + liquid clusters that 
contrast according to voicing.  As expected, results showed that participants had more 
difficulty with clusters made up of voiced stops plus the /r/ phoneme as opposed to 
voiceless stops plus the /l/ phoneme.  
 
4.1 Perception Results    
 
Research Question:  Given a list of minimal pair words with stop + liquid clusters in 
onset position that contrast according to voicing (pl, bl; pr, br; tr, dr; kl, gl, kr, gr), are 
Mandarin Chinese speakers able to perceive the contrasts between the stops when the 
words are read by a Native English speaker? 
4.1.1 Group Perception Results  
The perception section of this study was made up of a total of 50 items.  Each item 
was a minimal pair of words, including some non-words, containing stop plus liquid 
onset clusters, such as grade vs. krade, listed on the answer sheet. After listening to a 
native English speaker read one member of each minimal pair, the participant circled the 
word that was heard.  
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There were very few errors on this perception task. Out of 400 possible items across 
participants (50 x 8), only 41 errors occurred. The overall accuracy rate of 90%, across 
participants shows that these speakers of Mandarin Chinese were able to perceive the 
contrasts of interest in this study with a high degree of accuracy.  
     Two additional predictions that were both supported were made about perception 
based on differences between Mandarin Chinese and English and resulting differences in 
markedness.  First, because /l/ exists in Mandarin Chinese, but /r/ does not, it was 
predicted that speakers of Mandarin Chinese would make fewer errors on initial /l/ 
clusters than /r/ clusters.  Second, because Mandarin Chinese has voiceless stops in onset 
position but no voiced stops, it was predicted that speakers of Mandarin Chinese would 
make fewer errors on clusters containing voiceless stops than on those containing voiced 
stops.    
 Of the 41 total errors on the perception task, participants made 32 errors on onset 
/r/ clusters vs. only nine errors on onset /l/ clusters (see figure 4.1 below). These group 
results support the hypothesis that /r/ is more marked for speakers of Mandarin Chinese 
and therefore more difficult for them than /l/.  
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Figure 4.1 Number of Perception Errors on Onset /r/ Clusters vs. Onset /l/ Clusters 
across Participants  
 
 
 Similarly, as a group, participants made 32 perception errors on words with 
voiced stops in onset position (regardless of the liquid) vs. nine on words with voiceless 
stops in onset position.  These group results lend support to the hypothesis that voiced 
stops are more marked and therefore more difficult than voiceless stops for Mandarin 
Chinese speakers (see figure 4.2 below).    
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Figure 4.2 Number of Perception Errors on Onset Clusters with Voiced Stops vs. 
Voiceless Stops  
 
 
 
 
Of the 32 errors on clusters with voiced stops, 25 involved /r/ clusters, and seven 
involved /l/ clusters.  Of the nine errors on clusters with voiceless stops, seven involved 
/r/ clusters and two involved /l/ clusters.  This shows that for the group as a whole there 
was a combined effect of the two marked elements such that clusters made up of voiced 
stops plus /r/ (both marked) underwent the largest number of errors, and clusters made up 
of voiceless stops plus /l/ (both marked) underwent the smallest number of errors.  
4.1.2 Individual Perception Results 
 
This section describes each individual participant’s perception errors.  As reported 
in the group perception section, few errors were made on the perception task. Out of the 
400 errors possible, only 41 occurred, across all participants.   The figure below shows 
the number of perception errors made by each participant on the 50 item perception task. 
Participants #1 and #6 had the largest number of perception errors, 12 and 11 
respectively. Participants #3 and #5 had the smallest number of perception errors, with 
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one each. Out of the total of 41 errors made on the perception task, participants 1 and 6 
contributed over half (59%) of the errors. However, their success rate was still high (over 
75%).    
Of the 32 errors on clusters with voiced stops, 25 involved /r/ clusters, and seven 
involved /l/ clusters.  Of the nine errors on clusters with voiceless stops, seven involved 
/r/ clusters and two involved /l/ clusters.  This shows that for the group as a whole there 
was a combined effect of the two marked elements such that clusters made up of voiced 
stops plus /r/ (both marked) underwent the largest number of errors, and clusters made up 
of voiceless stops plus /l/ (both marked) underwent the smallest number of errors.   
 
Figure 4.3 Number of Perception Errors for Each Participant on the 50 Item 
Perception Task  
 
 
 
 
      The graph below shows each participant’s perception errors on words with /r/ clusters 
(lighter bars) compared to errors on words with /l/ clusters (darker bars).  Overall, more 
errors were made on /r/ clusters (32) than on /l/ clusters (9), as reported above, and this 
was true for each individual participant except for participant #7, who made one error on 
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each type of cluster. The difference between errors on the two types of clusters was 
greatest for participants #1 and #6, the two participants who had the largest number of 
errors overall.  
Figure 4.4 Number of Perception Errors on /r/ Clusters vs. /l/ Clusters for Each 
Participant  
 
       The graph below (figure 4.5) represents each participant’s perception errors on words 
with voiced stop clusters (dark bars) compared with voiceless stop clusters (lighter bars).  
Overall more errors were made on clusters with voiced stops (32) vs. voiceless stops (9), 
as reported above. This was also true for all participants except #1, who made 6 errors on 
voiced stop clusters and 6 on voiceless stop clusters.  The difference was greater for 
participant #6, who made 11 errors on voiced stop clusters but none on clusters with 
voiceless stops./   
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Figure 4.5 Each Participant’s Number of Perception Errors on Clusters with Voiced 
Stops vs. Voiceless Stops  
 
 
 
Table 4.1 below summarizes the number of perception errors made on each 
specific type of cluster by each participant.  
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Table 4.1 Each Participant’s Perception Errors on Each Type of Cluster 
 
Participant #  Voiced Stop 
+ /r/ 
Voiceless 
Stop + /r/  
Voiced Stop 
+ /l/  
Voiceless 
Stop + /l/  
Total 
Errors 
#1  4 5 2 1 12 
#2  3 1 0 0 4 
#3  1 0 0 0 1 
#4  2 1 2 0 5 
#5  1 0 0 0 1 
#6  9 0 2 0 11 
#7  1 0 1 0 2 
#8  4 0 0 1 5 
Total  25 7 7 2 41 
 
 
4.2 Production Results  
 
Research Question:  When producing individual words with onset stop + liquid clusters 
in the context, “Say   again,” are Mandarin Chinese speakers able to produce 
English stops that contrast in voicing as part of such liquid clusters  (pl, bl; pr, br; tr, dr; 
kl, gl; kr, gr)?  
      To answer this question, the researcher inspected the phonetic transcription of each 
cluster word as produced by each participant (100 per participant).  Across all 
participants, 800 onset stop plus liquid clusters were attempted.   
 
4.2.1 Group Production Results  
  
4.2.1.1 Accuracy  
 
      As shown in the tables below, as a group, participants were able to produce onset stop 
+ liquid clusters that contrast according to voicing with quite a high degree of accuracy.   
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Table 4.2 Production Accuracy of Onset Liquid Clusters, Across Participants 
Type Of Cluster  Number of Accurate 
Productions  
Accuracy Percentage  
Clusters with /r/ in C2  279 69.75%  
Clusters with /l/ in C2  334  83.5%  
Total:  613 76.5% (overall)  
 
      As shown in table 4.2, across participants 613 out of 800 onset liquid clusters were 
produced accurately, for an average of 76.5% accuracy.  Out of 400 /r/ clusters (50 per 
participant), 279 were produced accurately, or 69.75 %. Out of 400 /l/ clusters (50 per 
participant) 334 were produced accurately (83.5%).  Therefore, as a group, these 
participants correctly produced onset stop clusters with /l/ more accurately than onset 
clusters with /r/.   
Table 4.3 Production Accuracy of Onset Voiced vs. Voiceless Stop Clusters, Across 
Participants.  
Type of Cluster  Number of Accurate 
Productions  
Accuracy Percentage  
Clusters with Voiced Stops  299 74.8% 
Clusters with Voiceless 
Stops  
314 78.5% 
Total:  613 76.5% (overall)  
 
 Overall, participants produced 76.5 % of the 800 possible clusters accurately. As 
can be seen in the table above, out of 400 clusters with voiced stops in C1 (50 per 
participant), 299, or 74.8% were produced accurately.  Out of 400 clusters with voiceless 
stops in C1, participants produced 314 (78.5%) accurately.  In other words, as a group, 
participants were just slightly more accurate producing clusters with voiceless stops than 
clusters with voiced stops.  
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Table 4.4 Participants’ Production Accuracy on Specific Types of Onset Clusters  
Cluster Type  Number of Accurate 
Productions  
Percentage of Accurate 
Productions  
[+Vr] 136 68% 
[-Vr] 143 71.5% 
[+Vl] 163 81.5% 
[-Vl] 171 85.5% 
Total  613 76.5% 
 
 The table above shows participants accuracy on each specific cluster type.  Out of 
200 [+Vr] clusters (25 per participant), participants produced 136 clusters accurately.  Of 
the 200 [-Vr] clusters, participants had 143 correct productions.  Clusters with /l/ were 
considerably more accurate; out of 200 [+Vl] clusters, participants had 163 accurate 
productions, and [-Vl] clusters had 171 accurate productions.  As with the perception part 
of this study, clusters with two marked elements (voiced + /r/) were produced least 
accurately overall (68%) and those with two unmarked elements (-voiced and /l/) were 
produced most accurately (85.5%) overall.  
4.2.1.2 Sound Changes  
Although onset stop + liquid clusters were produced with a high degree of 
accuracy, 187 (out of the 800 elicited) showed modifications or sound changes.  Of the 
400 clusters with /r/ as C2, 121 underwent modifications, and of the 400 clusters with /r/ 
as C2, 66 were modified.  
Participants made sound changes in all four types of clusters, including voiced 
stop + /r/, voiceless stop + /r/, voiced stop + /l/, and voiceless stop + /l/.  The cluster 
modifications used included epenthesis (inserting a vowel between the elements of the 
cluster), replacing the /r/ or /l/ with a another sound, deleting the /r/ or /l/, and changing 
the initial consonant.  
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Figure 4.6 Number of Clusters of Each Type Undergoing Sound Changes, Across 
Participants  
 
 
 
     The above graph represents the number of each type of cluster that underwent one or 
more modifications.  Sixty-four, [+V + /r/] clusters underwent sound changes, as in, /ˈseɪ 
ˈgreɪd əˈgɛn/ being produced as [ˈseɪ+ˈgwidə+ˈgɛn].  Fifty-seven [-V+ /r/] underwent 
sound changes, such as, /ˈseɪ ˈkroʊθ əˈgɛn/ being produced as [ˈseɪ+ˈklovə+ˈgɛn].  
Thirty- seven, clusters with [+V+ /l/] were modified as in, /ˈseɪ ˈgli əˈgɛn/ produced as 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgwi+ə+ˈgɛn].  Twenty-nine clusters with [-V+/l/] underwent sound changes, such 
as, /ˈseɪ ˈklɑθ əˈgɛn/ being produced as [ˈseɪ+ˈkᵊlo͜ʊə+ˈgɛn].  
4.2.1.3 Consonant Cluster Modifications  
 This section contains more detailed information about the consonant cluster 
modifications that occurred in this study.  Since onset liquid clusters do not exist in 
Mandarin Chinese, it was predicted that participants would modify clusters according to 
the constraints imposed by their native language.  Modifications reported in previous 
research included, changing C1, deleting C2, replacing C2 with another sound, and 
inserting an epenthetic vowel to break up the cluster (Broselow, 1998; Broselow & Xu, 
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2004; Chappelle, 2008; Hansen, 2001; Huang, 1992; Lai, 2010; Zhang & Yin, 2009).  All 
of these changes also occurred in the present study, as summarized in figure 4.9.  Each 
cluster could have undergone a change in C1 and/or C2 and/or an additional change. So, 
each cluster could have undergone 0, 1, 2, or 3 changes, for a total of 2400 possible 
sound changes across participants.  Of the 2,400 possible sound changes (3 per cluster x 
100 clusters x 8 participants), just 195 occurred.   
 
Figure 4.7 Consonant Cluster Modifications used Across Participants  
 
 
 
 
      Figure 4.9 shows the number of times each type of cluster modification occurred, 
based on a total of 24000 sound changes. As seen in figure 4.9 the most frequently 
occurring modification (75 times) involved substituting the liquid in C2 position, 
followed by epenthesis (52 times). Initial consonants were modified 45 times, and C2 
was deleted 23 times.   
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4.2.2 Individual Production Results  
 
      This section presents each participant’s accuracy rate, then errors made on each type 
of cluster on the production task.  Following that, this section describes the types of 
cluster modifications used by each participant.   
In the reading task, 100 clusters were produced by each participant.  The table 
below (table 4.2) shows the number of accurately produced clusters for each participant. 
The range of accurately produced clusters was from about half of (54) for participant #6 
to 91 (for participant #2).  The mean number of correct productions was 76.75.  
Table 4.5 Individual Participant’s Accuracy of Cluster Production  
 
Participant Number  Accurately produced clusters (out of 100)  
#1 65 
#2 91  
#3 81 
#4  74 
#5  82  
#6  54 
#7  77  
#8  89 
Mean  76.75 
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Next, table 4.6 displays the number of errors made by each participant of each 
type of cluster.    
 
Table 4.6 Number of Errors made on Each Cluster Type by Each Participant  
 
Participant #  [+Vr] [-Vr] [+Vl] [-Vl] Total  
1 19 (54.2%) 9 (25.7%)  3 (8.5%)  4 (11.4%)  35 
2 3 (33.3%)  1 (11.1%)  1 (11.1%)  4 (4.4%) 9 
3 7 (36.8%) 5 (26.3%)  7 (36.8%)  0 (0%) 19 
4 7 (26.9%) 9 (34.6%)  7 (26.9% ) 3 (11.5%)  26 
5 2 (11.1%) 7 (38.8%)  6 (33.3%)  3 (16.6%) 18 
6 19 (41.3%)  19 (41.3%)  3 (6.5%)  5 (10.8%)  46 
7 4 (17.3%) 6 (26.1%) 7 (30.4%) 6 (26.1%) 23 
8 3 (27.2%)  1 (9.0%) 3 (27.2%)  4 (36.3%) 11 
Total  64 57 37 29 187 
Mean  8 6.25  5 3.63 23.5  
 
Clusters made up of voiced stops and /r/ resulted in the greatest number of errors  
(64), across participants. The range of errors on voiced stop plus /r/ clusters was from 2 to 
19, and the mean number of sound changes affecting such clusters was 8 per participant.  
As shown above, participants #6 and #1 each had 19. So, out of the total of 64 errors 
involving voiced stops + /r/ clusters, 38, or over half were made by two participants (#1 
and #6). 
Clusters made of voiceless stops plus /r/ resulted in the second largest number of 
errors (57) overall. Participant #6 also had 19 of the errors made on this category of 
cluster, or more than twice as many as any other participant, and 34% of the total. This is 
the same participant that had 19 errors on clusters with voiced stops + /r/.  Each of the 
other participants made between 1 and 9 errors on the [-Vr] clusters.   
As shown in table 4.4, clusters made of voiced stops and /l/ resulted in 37 sound 
changes overall.  Most participants made between 3 and 7 errors on this type of cluster 
(mean of 5). Participants #3, #4, #5 and #7 had the largest number of errors made on 
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clusters with voiced stops and /l/, with 6 or 7 each, contributing more than 70% of the 
overall errors on this category of cluster.   
 Voiceless stop + /l/ clusters resulted in the smallest number of sound errors (29). 
The range of sound errors was from 0 to 6, and only participant #3 made no errors on 
these clusters, with the others making between 3 and 6.  The mean number of errors on   
[-Vl] clusters was 3.63 per participant.   
 The reading task contained 100 cluster words, and each cluster had the potential 
to undergo three modifications, as described above including changes on C1, changes on 
C2 and epenthesis. Out of 300 possible, the average number per participant was 24.37, 
and the range was 9-49, as summarized in table 4.4. Most participants had more than 10 
sound changes, and four of them exhibited 25 or more sound changes.  In other words, 
between 3% (for participant #2) and 16.3% (for participant #6) of the possible sound 
changes occurred.   
Table 4.7 Individual Participant’s Number of Sound Changes Exhibited, out of 300  
Participant Number  Number of Onset Cluster 
Sound Changes  
Percentage of Possible  
Sound Changes Produced  
#1 35 11.67% 
#2 9 3% 
#3 19 6.33% 
#4 26 8.67% 
#5 19 6% 
#6 49 16.33% 
#7 25 8.67% 
#8 12 4% 
Mean:  24.37  6.27%  
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Table 4.7 shows the types of consonant clusters modifications used by each 
participant in this study.  As can be seen, epenthesis was the most frequently used 
modification across participants (57 times), followed by changes in the initial consonant 
(45 times) replacement of /r/ by /w/ (33), or by [l] (31 times). Deletion of /r/ occurred 12 
times, and the liquid /l/ was deleted 8 times and replaced by /w/ 8 times.   
Table 4.8 Consonant Cluster Modifications Used By Individual Participants  
Part.# Epen /r/ →  w /r/ →  /l/  /r/ → ∅ /l/ → ∅ /l/  → w IC Total 
#1 3 
(8.1%) 
17 
(48.5%) 
2 
(5.7%) 
3 
(8.5%) 
3 
(8.1%) 
1 
(2.7%) 
6 
(17.1%) 
35 
#2 3 
(33.3%) 
1 
(11.1%) 
3 
(33.3%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
2 
(66.6%) 
9 
#3 8 
(42.1%) 
2 
(10.5%) 
1 
(5.2) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
8 
(42.1%) 
19 
#4 14 
(53.8%) 
0 
(0%) 
2 
(7.69%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
10 
(38.46%) 
26 
#5 9 
(50%) 
2 
(10.5%) 
1 
(5.2%) 
1 
(5.2%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
6 
(31.5%) 
19 
#6 5 
(10.2%) 
10 
(20.4%) 
18 
(36.7%) 
7  
(14.2%) 
0 
(0%) 
5 
(10.2%) 
4 
(8.1%) 
49 
#7 8 
(32%) 
1 
(4%) 
4 
(16%) 
1 
(4%) 
4 
(16%) 
2 
(7.69%) 
5 
(26.3% 
25 
#8 7 
(58.3%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
1 
(8.3%) 
0 
(0%) 
4 
(33.3%) 
12 
Total  57 33 31 12 8 8 45 194 
Mean  7.13 4.13 10.33 1.5 1 1 5.75 24.38 
 
 As mentioned, the most common cluster modification used by participants was 
epenthesis.  For example, clusters such as /gl/ are divided by insertion of a schwa vowel 
as in /glaʊn/→[gəlaʊn]. The range of the use of epenthesis was from 3 to 14 times.  The 
mean number of uses of epenthesis was 7.13.   
The second most common cluster modification that was used involved changes in 
the initial consonant (45 times) as in d→t/#_.  Participant #4 had 10 of these sound 
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changes and participant #3 had 8.   The range of initial consonant sound changes 
was between 4 and 10, and the mean number was 5.75.   
The third most common sound change was replacing /r/ with a glide (always 
[w] in this study). An example, of this modification includes /brɔd/→[bwɔd]. Of the 33 
instances of gliding /r/ to [w], two participants (#1 and #6) contributed 27.  This 
modification was used between 0 and 2 times by all other participants.   
 Another cluster modification used by participants in this study was replacing /r/  
with /l/, as in /grin/→[glin] . The only participant who exhibited this sound change 
frequently was participant #6 who contributed 18 of the 31 occurrences.  The least 
common cluster modification involving the /r/ liquid specifically was deletion of /r/, as 
in, /brɪŋ/→[bɪŋ].  Again, participant #6 used this modification the most (seven 
times).  Half of the participants did not exhibit any cases of /r/ deletion. 
 Participants modified /l/ clusters much less frequently than those with /r/, with 
only 16 modifications affecting /l/. The /l/ liquid was deleted 8 times. The range of usage 
of this cluster modification was 0 to 4 and the mean was 1. Only three participants had 
this sound change. Another cluster modification affecting /l/ clusters was replacing the /l/ 
with the glide [w], which also occurred 8 times across participants.  The range of use of 
this cluster modification was 0 to 5, and the mean was 1.  Again, only three participants 
exhibited any gliding of /l/.   
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5.0 Discussion 
 
      The discussion will be divided into two primary sections.  First, the results and 
consideration for future research will be discussed.  Second, significant findings in this 
study and their link to other related research will be described.   
5.1 Overall Results and Future Research Considerations  
 
 First, this section will describe the high accuracy of participants, and potential  
reasons for the success rate.  Next, limitations of the current study that should be taken 
into account in future similar studies will be described.    
 
5.1.1 Overall Results  
 
 As seen in chapter (4), participants each attempted to produce 800 clusters.  In 
each cluster, a sound change was possible in C1, C2, and by insertion of a vowel 
(epenthesis), therefore a total of 2,400 sound changes were possible.   
 Participants had a very high accuracy rate on their perception and production of 
clusters.  As a group the clusters were perceived with an accuracy rate of 90%, and were 
produced with an accuracy rate of 76%.    
 Although overall very few errors occurred, production errors were spread across 
all four cluster types including [+V +/r/], [-V +/r/], [+V+ /l/], and [-V + /l/].  In addition a 
range  cluster modifications were used including epenthesis, substituting the initial 
consonant, replacing /r/ with /w/, replacing /r/ with /l/, deleting /r/, replacing /l/ with /w/, 
and deleting /l/.   
 The cluster modifications obtained in this study are similar to the results found in 
Hansen’s (2001) study.  Hasen interviewed three native Mandarins speakers’ twice, once 
after a short stay in the United States, and then after six more months of time had elapsed.  
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Hasen found a relatively similar number of occurrences of epenthesis, absence of the 
more marked element, and deletion of the marked element.  In this study participants 
used epenthesis to modify 5.8% of the clusters attempted, deleted the more marked 
element in 2.5% of the attempted clusters, and changed the feature in 8.7 % of the 
attempted clusters.  Similarly, in Hansen’s study, participants modified 5% of the 
attempted clusters using epenthesis, deleted the more marked element in 9% and changed 
a feature of the more marked element in 9% of the attempted clusters.   
 Chen (2003) found that when producing bi- consonant onset clusters, and tri-
consonant onset clusters Mandarin Chinese speakers’ used many substitutions for certain 
segments of English.  Rather than producing the segments accurately Chen’s participants 
chose a segment in their native language to replace the desired production in the target 
language.  In Chen’s study /r/ was replaced by /w/ when occurring after all voiceless 
stops.  Out of the 585 attempted clusters 67 had been substituted for certain segments.  
Out of all substitutions 74.6% of the /r/ were replaced with [w].   
Similarly, in this study participants had more difficulty with /r/ than /l/.  As 
pointed out earlier, the /r/ does not exist in their phonemic inventory and the /l/ does.  
Participant’s difficulty with /r/ suggested that L1 transfer also affected the results in this 
study.   
 
5.2 Significant Findings  
 
 This section will discuss the frequent occurrences of re-segmenting, which was 
notable and unexpected finding.  In order to ensure that the target words (containing the 
stop + liquid onset consonant clusters) were said in context, it was decided to put them in 
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a frame.  To ensure that the target words were preceded and followed by a vowel the 
frame “Say____ again” was selected. 
 In this study 493 occurrences of re-segmenting were observed.  In each case the 
participant inserted the schwa from the start of the word “again” over to the end of the 
previous word as shown in Figure 5.1.  Final consonants do not exist in Mandarin with 
the exception of /n/, therefore re-segmenting is a modification used by participants 
resulting from the presence of final consonants. The arrow indicates the schwa at the end 
of the word ‘plink’.        
  
Figure 5.1 Re-segmenting Sound Change  
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound Change  Part of Word 
Affected  
Plink /ˈseɪ ˈplɪŋk 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ 
ˈpɪŋ+kə+ˈgɛn] 
1. l→∅/p_ɪ 
2. Re-
segmenting  
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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 The frequency of re-segmenting seen in this study matches what was found in 
Chappelles (2008) study.  The focus of Chappelle’s study was consonant clusters in 
medial and final position.  Chappelle (2008) observed that when the target words were 
before “again” clusters in medial position they were modified more frequently than in 
final position. It is probable that participants in Chappelle’s study were also re-
segmenting by moving the schwa from the start of the word again, to compensate for the 
final consonant in the previous word.   
 The frequency of occurrences of re-segmenting could be the focus of a future 
study.  The use of spectrograms enables one to clearly see how the schwa vowel is 
attached to the previous.  A study done in a similar frame that had a larger sample with 
more consistent language backgrounds could potentially yield some interesting findings 
with regards to re-segmenting phrases. 
 
5.2.1 Language Anxiety   
Prior to administering the language anxiety survey participants were informed by the 
researcher that they could ask for clarification of any questions if needed.  Judging by the 
very fast rate at which participants completed the survey, the anxiety results may be 
inaccurate.  It is predicted that participants did not take the survey very seriously.   
In general the mean anxiety scores are relatively low indicating that participants have 
confidence in their ability to use English.  However, in general participants felt more 
anxious speaking with authority figures like teachers in English as opposed to their own 
peers.  Also, activities such as speaking on the phone in English cause participants more 
anxiety then speaking English face to face.   
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There is no apparent correlation between the participant’s responses and their English 
communication abilities.  Participant 6 had the highest anxiety score suggesting that 
language anxiety impacts performance, more significantly then language background.   
 
.   
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6.0 Conclusion  
 
 The focus of this study was on initial consonant stop  + liquid clusters that 
contrast according to voicing.  Participants had most sound changes in production 
clusters containing voiced stops and /r/, than voiceless stops and /r/, then voiced stops and 
/l/, and the least difficulty with voiceless stops and /l/.  Participants in this study have 
some difficulty producing clusters in onset position that are stop +liquid that contrast 
according to voicing.   
As predicted participants successfully perceived a high percentage of English 
words.  Also matching the hypothesis words with /r/ + voiced stops were more difficult 
for participants then words with /l/ liquids following voiceless stops.  Participants in this 
study showed, some but minimal difficulty perceiving stop + liquid clusters that contrast 
according to voicing.   
 In terms of initial consonants in the reading exercise, participants had more 
difficulty producing voiced stops, as opposed to voiceless.  Given that voiced stops do 
not exist in Mandarin, and voiceless stops do, it makes sense that participants would have 
more difficulty with the former.    
 Re-segmenting was the most common sound change in the reading exercise.  In 
order to compensate for the constraint against final consonants participants brought the 
schwa vowel from the second word to the end of the first word, thus re-segmenting the 
phrase.   
 Also, based on these studies results, perception comes before production.  Words 
in error on the perception task were produced with sound changes 100% of the time.  
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Also, words that were perceived correctly were often produced with sound changes, 
suggesting that perception precedes production.  
 In conclusion results of this study indicate that further research should be done on 
native Mandarin speakers’ perception of English onset stop +liquid clusters that contrast 
according to voicing.   
 
6.1 Suggestions for Future Research  
 
6.1.1 Limitations of the Current Study  
 
 This section will discussed a series of factors affecting participant’s results, and 
how those factors should be taken into account in future studies.  Factors that potentially 
affected participant’s results include, the length of time participants resided in the United 
States or other English speaking locations, the sample size, and variation in language 
background.   
 A factor in the participant’s high accuracy is the duration of stay in the United 
States.  Data for this study was collected in December and therefore participants had been 
in the United States for a minimum of five months.  In addition participant #5 spent 5 
months of time in England prior to coming to the United States and participant # 4 spent 
6 months of time living in Singapore studying English.   
 Every attempt was made to ensure that participants came from the Beijing area, 
and were monolingual Mandarin speakers.  Given the pool of possible participants and 
the limited number of volunteers, consistency in language backgrounds was not possible.  
Participant #1 and #2 both spoke dialects in addition to Mandarin.  Participant #6 spoke 
Cantonese, and has been learning Mandarin for 10 years prior to this study.  Only eight 
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participants were used in this study, because as this is a master’s thesis no compensation 
was provided and therefore only eight students volunteered. 
 Future research should include a similar study in China.  A researcher should 
obtain a much larger sample ideally from children whom are native Mandarin speakers’ 
and are just starting to learn English.  If such a study was to be conducted language 
background of participants would be more consistent than in this study, and it would be 
much easier to obtain a larger sample.    
6.1.2 Future Research  
In order to accurately investigate stop + liquid clusters in onset position that contrast 
according to voicing future research should have a much larger number of participants 
than the eight used in this study.   
 In future research the language backgrounds of the participants should be more 
consistent than that of the participants in this study.  For example, all participants should 
be from the same province or very similar provinces.  In this study, an attempt was made 
to select participants be from the Beijing area, however it turned out that was not the 
case.  Participant 6 for example was from a Southern province and was the only 
participant for whom Mandarin was not the native dialect.  In order to draw a more 
reliable conclusion about native Mandarin speakers’ production of initial voiced vs. 
voiceless stops more extensive data would need to be taken.   
 In a future study investigate stop and liquid onset clusters, it would be more 
beneficial to put the target words in the context where the second word started with 
another consonant such as “Say (blank) speed.”.  Having the second word start with a 
consonant as opposed to a vowel could potentially eliminate the re-segmenting.  
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8.0 APPENDIX  
 
8.1 Language Background Survey  
 
Directions:  Answer the questions as they apply to you.   
 
1. Circle one. Are you a/an  
 
Undergraduate student      Graduate student     
 
2. What is/was your undergraduate major?    .  
  
3.What is your TOFEL score:  (circle the range that applies)  
 
0-40   41-80   81-100   101-120  
 
4.  How old are you? (Circle the age range that applies to you)  
 
18-20   21-23    24-26   27+  
 
5. What was the first dialect you learned to speak?     . 
 
6.   When did you first start to learn Mandarin?:    . 
 
7.  What other Chinese dialects do you speak fluently?:       
 
           . 
 
8.  Which dialect(s) did you speak most commonly growing up?:     
 
           . 
 
9.  How many years have you been learning English for?  
 
1-5  6-8    8-10   10-12   12+   
 
10.  Have you ever lived in an English speaking place before coming to the United 
States?:     . 
 
11a)  If yes, where? And for how long?:      . 
 
12.  Where were your past English teachers’ from?   
 
United States   Great Britain    China    Other  
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8.2 Language Attitude Survey  
Hye-Yeon, L. (2009). Culture, attributions, and language anxiety . Applied language 
learning , 19(1), 29-52.  
Directions:  Circle the number that best represents how much each statement applies to 
you.   
 
1. I would feel comfortable speaking English in an informal setting where both 
native English speakers and people from China were present.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree              
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
2. I do not feel comfortable speaking English under any circumstance.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree             
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
3. I would feel confident if I needed to ask for directions in English.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral      Strongly Agree  
           
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
4. I get nervous speaking English to a store clerk, or server in a restaurant.  
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral       Strongly Agree  
        
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
 
5. I would feel nervous if I had to talk on the phone in English.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree  
            
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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6. If I ever met an English person I would feel relaxed speaking with him or her in 
English.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree  
          
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
7. Speaking English with a teacher makes me nervous.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree  
              
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
 
8. I feel confident that I would have no trouble explaining things to an English 
speaking classmate.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree  
            
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
9. I worry about speaking English with my classmates.   
 
Strongly Disagree    Neutral    Strongly Agree  
               
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
 
8.3 Perception Recording Script  
• Recording for the perception exercise was made using the following script  
 
Perception Exercise  
 
Directions: Listen carefully to the following recording. You will hear either phrase A 
or B for each number. Circle the phrase you hear on the recording  
 
Number 1: Say glace again.  
 
Number 2: Say brep again.  
 
Number 3: Say crash again.  
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Number 4: Say ply again.  
 
Number 5: Say brown again. 
 
Number 6: Say glown again.  
 
Number 7: Say trag again.  
 
Number 8: Say crowed again.  
 
Number 9: Say black again.  
 
Number 10: Say brought again.  
 
Number 11: Say clank again.  
 
Number 12: Say crunch again.  
 
Number 13: Say crack again.  
 
Number 14: Say drace again.  
 
Number 15: Say prod again.  
 
Number 16: Say cloth again.  
 
Number 17: Say blend again.  
 
Number 18: Say drace again.  
 
Number 19: Say plink again.  
 
Number 20: Say proud again.  
 
Number 21: Say glutz again.  
 
Number 22: Say block again.  
 
Number 23: Say drail again.  
 
Number 24: Say blage again.  
 
Number 25: Say brance again.  
 
Number 26: Say clee again.  
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Number 27: Say cringe again.  
 
Number 28: Say grank again.  
 
Number 29: Say blant again.  
 
Number 30: Say pring again.  
 
Number 31: Say klance again.  
 
Number 32: Say place again.  
 
Number 33: Say trug again.  
 
Number 34: Say truth again.  
 
Number 35: Say prend again.  
 
Number 36: Say glow again.  
 
Number 37: Say treat again.  
 
Number 38: Say krowth again.  
 
Number 39: Say krade again.  
 
Number 40: Say  prawl again.  
 
Number 41: Say klitz again.  
 
Number 42: Say kreen again.  
 
Number 43: Say play again.  
 
Number 44: Say plow again.  
 
Number 45: Say trive again.  
 
Number 46: Say browl again.  
 
Number 47: Say glaim again.  
 
Number 48: Say trab again.  
 
Number 49: Say trend again.  
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Number 50: Say trink again.  
 
8.4 Perception Answer Sheet  
 
Part 1: Perception  
 
Directions:  Listen carefully to the recording.  You will hear either phrase 
A or B for each number. Circle the phrase that you hear on the 
recording.   
 
 
1A) Say blow again   
 
 
B) Say plow again.   
 
2A) Say broud again.  
 
 
B) Say proud again.  
 
3A) Say trab again.  
 
 
B) Say drab again.  
 
4A) Say green again.  
 
 
B) Say creen again.  
 
5A) Say plague again.  
  
 
B) Say blage again.  
 
6A) Say prod again.  
  
 
B) Say brod again.  
 
7A) Say grash again.  
  
 
B) Say crash again.  
 
8A) Say glown again.  
 
 
B) Say clown again.  
 
9A) Say blace again.  
  
 
B) Say place again.  
 
10A) Say black again.  
  
 
B) Say plack again.  
 
11A) Say glame again.  
  
 
B) Say claim again.  
 
12A) Say grunch again.  
  
 
B) Say crunch again.  
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13A) Say glow again.   
 
 
B) Say clow again.  
 
14A) Say plink again.  
 
 
B) Say blink again.  
 
15A) Say grade again.  
  
 
B) Say crade again.  
 
16A) Say brought again.  
  
 
B) Say prought again.  
 
17A) Say trial again.  
  
 
B) Say drial again.  
 
18A) Say prowl again.  
  
 
B) Say browl again.  
 
19A) Say growth again.  
  
 
B) Say crowth again.  
 
20A) Say ply again.  
  
 
B) Say bly again.  
 
21A) Say glace again.  
  
 
B) Say clace again.  
 
22A) Say trend again.  
  
 
B) Say drend again.  
 
23A) Say grank again.  
  
 
B) Say crank again.  
 
24A) Say treat again.  
  
 
B) Say dreat again.  
 
25A) Say drug again.  
  
 
B) Say trug again.  
 
26A) Say pring again.  
 
 
B) Say bring again.  
 
27A) Say glutzy again.  
  
 
B) Say klutzy again.  
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28A) Say glitz again.  
  
 
B) Say clitz again.  
 
29A) Say play again.  
  
 
B) Say blay again.  
 
30A) Say grunch again.  
  
 
B) Say crunch again.  
 
31A) Say prown again.  
  
 
B) Say brown again.  
 
32A) Say grack again.  
  
 
B) Say crack again.  
 
33A) Say trink again.  
 
 
 
B) Say drink again.  
 
34A) Say blant again.  
 
 
B) Say plant again.  
 
35A) Say drive again.  
  
 
B) Say trive again.  
 
36A) Say trug again.  
  
 
B) Say drug again.  
 
37A) Say prance again.  
  
 
B) Say brance again.  
 
38A) Say gloth again.  
 
 
B) Say cloth again.  
 
39A) Say prep again.  
 
 
B) Say brep again.  
 
40A) Say place again.  
  
 
B) Say blace again.  
 
41A) Say glee again.  
  
 
B) Say clee again.  
 
42A) Say glank again.  
 
B) Say clank again.  
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43A) Say grind again.  
 
 
B) Say krind again.  
 
44A) Say truth again.  
  
 
B) Say druth again.  
 
45A) Say trag again.  
  
 
B) Say drag again.  
 
46A) Say trace again.  
  
 
B) Say drace again.  
 
47A) Say growed again.  
  
 
B) Say crowed again.  
 
48A) Say prawl again.  
 
 
B) Say brawl again.  
 
49A) Say grace again.  
  
 
B) Say crace again.  
 
50A)  Say plend again.  
  
 
B) Say blend again.  
 
 
8.5 Word List: Word Reading  
 
Directions:  Please read the word list below in the following context ‘Say        . again’.  
For example if the first word was clean, you would say ‘Say clean again.’  
 
Say    again.  
 
1. glace  
2. drend  
3. brance  
4. trive  
5. drab  
6. trink  
7. grade  
8. prawl  
9. glitz  
10. krowth  
11. druth  
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12. glow  
13. glown  
14. crash  
15. block  
16. plow  
17. prance  
18. clank  
19. ply  
20. growed  
21. play  
22. trial  
23. grash  
24. browl  
25. blend  
26. blage  
27. brod  
28. prend  
29. brown  
30. glee  
31. drag  
32. prown  
33. klance  
34. kreen  
35. bring  
36. broud  
37. brep  
38. grunch  
39. block  
40. blink 
41. drive  
42. cloth  
43. gringe  
44. dreat  
45. prep  
46. trug  
47. glank  
48. drial  
49. trend  
50. klow  
51. grank  
52. trag  
53. crowed  
54. prowl  
55. brend 
56. prought 
57. broud 
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58. cringe 
59. blace 
60. crack  
61. blow  
62. klutz 
63. blay  
64. plend  
65. drace  
66. plague  
67. glame  
68. truth  
69. blant  
70. krace  
71. brawl  
72. green  
73. drag  
74. plack  
75. drink  
76. crank  
77. brought  
78. pring  
79. krade  
80. cloth  
81. grace  
82. treat  
83. claim  
84. trab  
85. place  
86. grack  
87. glance  
88. growth  
89. trace 
90. plink  
91. klitz  
92. klace  
93. clown  
94. plock  
95. bly  
96. plant  
97. glutz  
98. prod  
99. crunch  
100. klee  
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8.6 Broad Transcription  
 
Masters List Broad Transcription  
 
Number  Word  Broad Transcription  
 
1 
  
 
Glace  
 
/gle͜ɪs/ 
 
2 
 
 
Drend  
 
/drɛnd/ 
 
3 
 
 
Brance  
 
/bræns/ 
 
4 
 
 
Trive  
 
/tra͜ɪv/ 
 
5 
 
 
Drab  
 
/dræb/ 
 
6 
 
 
Trink  
 
/trɪŋk/ 
 
7 
 
 
Grade  
 
/gre͜ɪd/ 
 
8 
 
 
Prawl  
 
/prɑl/ 
 
9 
 
 
Glitz  
 
/glɪts/ 
 
10 
 
 
Krowth  
 
/kro͜ʊθ/ 
 
11 
 
 
Druth  
 
/druθ/ 
 
12 
 
 
Glow  
 
/glo͜ʊ/ 
 
13 
 
 
Glown  
 
/gla͜ʊn/ 
 
14 
 
Crash  
 
/kræʃ/ 
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15 
 
 
Block  
 
/blɑk/ 
 
16 
 
 
Plow  
 
/pla͜ʊ/ 
 
17 
 
 
Prance  
 
/præns/ 
 
18 
 
 
Clank  
 
/klæŋk/ 
 
19 
 
 
Ply  
 
/pla͜ɪ/ 
 
20 
 
 
Growed  
 
/gro͜ʊd/ 
 
21 
 
 
Play  
 
/ple͜ɪ/ 
 
22 
 
 
Trial   
 
/tra͜ɪəl/ 
 
23 
 
 
Grash   
 
/græʃ/ 
 
24 
 
 
Browl  
 
/bra͜ʊl/ 
 
25 
 
 
Blend  
 
/blɛnd/ 
 
26 
 
 
Blage  
 
/blɛg/ 
 
27 
 
 
Brod  
 
/brɑd/ 
 
28 
 
 
Prend  
 
/prɛnd/ 
 
29 
 
Brown  
 
/bra͜ʊn/ 
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30 
 
 
Glee  
 
/gli/ 
 
31 
 
 
Trag  
 
/træg/ 
 
32 
 
 
Prown  
 
/pra͜ʊn/ 
 
33 
 
 
Klance 
 
/klæns/ 
 
34 
 
 
Kreen  
 
/krin/ 
 
35 
 
 
Bring  
 
/brɪŋ/ 
 
36 
 
 
Broud  
 
/bra͜ʊd/ 
 
37 
 
 
Brep  
 
/brɛp/ 
 
38 
 
 
Grunch  
 
/grʌnt�ʃ/ 
 
39 
 
 
Black  
 
/blæk/ 
 
40 
 
 
Blink  
 
/blɪŋk/ 
 
41 
 
 
Drive  
 
/dra͜ɪv/ 
 
42 
 
 
Cloth  
 
/klɑθ/ 
 
43 
 
 
Gringe  
 
/grɪnd� ʒ/ 
 
44 
 
Dreat  
 
/drit/ 
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45 
 
 
Prep  
 
/prɛp/ 
 
46 
 
 
Trug  
 
/trʌg/ 
 
47 
 
 
Glank  
 
/glæŋk/ 
 
48 
 
 
Drial  
 
/dra͜ɪəl/ 
 
49 
 
 
Trend  
 
/trɛnd/ 
 
50 
 
 
Klow  
 
/klo͜ʊ/ 
 
51 
 
 
Grank  
 
/græŋk/ 
 
52 
 
 
Trag  
 
/træg/ 
 
53 
 
 
Crowed  
 
/kro͜ʊd/ 
 
54 
 
 
Prowl  
 
/pra͜ʊl/ 
 
55 
 
 
Brend  
 
/brɛnd/ 
 
56 
 
 
Prought  
 
/prɔt/ 
 
57 
 
 
Proud  
 
/pra͜ʊd/ 
 
58 
 
 
Cringe  
 
/krɪnd� ʒ/ 
 
59 
 
Blace  
 
/ble͜ɪs/ 
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60 
 
Crack  
 
/kræk/ 
 
 
61 
 
 
Blow  
 
/blo͜ʊ/ 
 
62 
 
 
Klutz  
 
/klʌts/ 
 
63 
 
 
Blay  
 
/ble͜ɪ/ 
 
64 
 
 
Plend  
 
/plɛnd/ 
 
65 
 
 
Drace  
 
/dre͜ɪs/ 
 
66 
 
 
Plague  
 
/ple͜ɪg/ 
 
67 
 
 
Glame  
 
/gle͜ɪm/ 
 
68 
 
 
Truth  
 
/truθ/ 
 
69 
 
 
Blant  
 
/blænt/ 
 
70 
 
 
Krace  
 
/kre͜ɪs/ 
 
71 
 
 
Brawl  
 
/brɑl/ 
 
72 
 
 
Green  
 
/grin/ 
 
73 
 
 
Drag  
 
/dræg/ 
 
74 
 
Plack  
 
/plæk/ 
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75 
 
 
Drink  
 
/drɪŋk/ 
 
76 
 
 
Crank  
 
/kræŋk/ 
 
77 
 
 
Brought  
 
/brɔt/ 
 
78 
 
 
Pring  
 
/prɪŋ/ 
 
79 
 
 
Krade  
 
/kre͜ɪd/ 
 
80 
 
 
Gloth  
 
/glɑθ/ 
 
81 
 
 
Grace 
 
/gre͜ɪs/ 
 
82 
 
 
Treat  
 
/trit/ 
 
83 
 
 
Claim  
 
/kle͜ɪm/ 
 
84 
 
 
Trab 
 
/træb/ 
 
85 
 
 
Place  
 
/ple͜ɪs/ 
 
86 
 
 
Grank  
 
/græŋk/ 
 
87 
 
 
Glance  
 
/glæns/ 
 
88 
 
 
Growth  
 
/gro͜θ/ 
 
89 
 
Trace  
 
/tre͜ɪs/ 
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90 
 
 
Plink  
 
/plɪŋk/ 
 
91 
 
 
Klitz  
 
/klɪts/ 
 
92 
 
 
Klace  
 
/kleɪs/ 
 
93 
 
 
Clown  
 
/kla͜ʊn/ 
 
94 
 
 
Plock  
 
/plɑk/ 
 
95 
 
 
Bly  
 
/bla͜ɪ/ 
 
96 
 
 
Plant  
 
/plænt/ 
 
97 
 
 
Glutz  
 
/glʌts/ 
 
98 
 
 
Prod  
 
/prɔd/ 
 
99 
 
 
Crunch  
 
/krʌnt�ʃ/ 
 
100 
 
Klee 
  
 
/kli/ 
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8.7 Representative Spectrograms 
 
8.7.1  Participant #1  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Change  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Klow  /ˈseɪ ˈkloʊ 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈkᵊloʊə+ˈgɛn]  
1 ∅→ə/k_l 
2 Re-
segmenting  
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound Change  Part of Word 
Affected  
Green  /ˈseɪ ˈgrin 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgwiə+ˈg
ɛn] 
1. r→w/g_i 
2. n→∅/_# 
3. Re-
segmenting  
1. Cluster  
2. Final 
Consonant  
3. Segmenting  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound Change  Part of Word 
Affected  
Plink /ˈseɪ ˈplɪŋk 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ 
ˈpɪŋ+kə+ˈgɛn] 
3. l→∅/p_ɪ 
4. Re-
segmenting  
3. Cluster  
4. Segmenting  
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8.7.2  Participant #2 
  
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound Changes  Part of Word 
Affected  
Drend  /ˈseɪ ˈdrɛnd 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈdwɛnə+ˈ
gɛn] 
 
1. r→w/d_ɛ 
2 d→∅/_# 
3.  Re-segmenting 
 
1. Cluster  
2. Final 
segment 
3. Segmenting 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Place  /ˈseɪ ˈpleɪs 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈpᵊleɪsə+ˈgɛn] 1. ∅→ə/p_l 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow Transcription  Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Krowth  /ˈseɪ ˈkroʊθ 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈkᵊro͜ʊθ+ə+ˈgɛn]  
1. ∅→ə/k_r 
1. Cluster  
 
8.7.3 Participant #3  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glace  /ˈseɪ ˈgleɪs 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊle͜ɪsə+ˈgɛn]  
1. ∅→ə/g_l 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glow  /ˈseɪ ˈglo͜ʊ 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊloʊə+ˈgɛn] 
1. ∅→ə/g_l 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Green  /ˈseɪ ˈgrin 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊrinə+ˈgɛn] 1. ∅→ə/g_r 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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8.7.4 Participant #4  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Grash  /ˈseɪ ˈgræʃ 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊræʃə+ˈgɛn] 
1. ∅→ə/g_r  
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Kreen  /ˈseɪ ˈkrin 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈkᵊrɪnə+ˈgɛn] 
1. ∅→ə/k_r 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Brend  /ˈseɪ ˈbrɛnd 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈblændə+ˈgɛn] 
 
1.r→l/b_æ 
2.ɛ→æ/l_n 
3.Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Vowel  
3. Segmenting  
 
 
8.7.5 Participant #5  
 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glow  /ˈseɪ ˈgloʊ 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊloʊ͜+ə+ˈgɛn] 
1.∅→ə/g_l 1. Cluster  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glee  /ˈseɪ ˈgli əˈgɛn/  
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊliə+ˈgɛn] 
1.∅→ə/g_l 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
 
 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Klow  /ˈseɪ ˈkloʊ 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈkᵊloʊə+ˈgɛn]  
1.∅̈→ə/k_l 
2.Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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8.7.6 Participant # 6  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Prawl  /ˈseɪ ˈprɑl 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈplo+ə+ˈgɛn] 
1.r→l/p_ɑ 
2.ɑ→o/l_# 
1. Cluster  
2. Vowel  
 
 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Kreen  /ˈseɪ ˈkrin 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈ 
kᵊrinə+ˈgɛn] 
 
1. ∅→ə/k_r 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Brought   
/ˈseɪ ˈbrɔt 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈbɔt+ə+ˈgɛn] 
 
1.r→∅/b_ɔ 
1. Cluster  
 
8.7.7 Participant #7  
 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glown   
/ˈseɪ ˈglaʊn 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgaʊnə+ˈgɛn] 
1.l→∅/g_a 
2. Re-
segmenting 
 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound Changes  Part of Word 
Affected  
Brod  /ˈseɪ ˈbrɑd 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈ blɔdə 
+ˈgɛn] 
1. r→l/b_ɔ 
2.ɑ→ɔ/l_d 
3. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Vowel  
3. Segmenting  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Plend   
/ˈseɪ ˈplɛnd 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈpãn̥də+ˈgɛn] 
1.l→∅/p_ɛ 
2. ɛ→a/p_n 
3. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Vowel  
3. Segmenting  
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8.7.8 Participant #8  
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glace   
/ˈseɪ ˈgleɪs 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈ 
gᵊleɪsə+ˈgɛn] 
 
1.∅→ə/g_l 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
 
 
 
 
 
Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription   
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Glee  
/ˈseɪ ˈgli 
əˈgɛn/ 
[ˈseɪ+ˈgᵊliə+ˈgɛn]  
1. ∅→ə/g_l 
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
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Word  Broad 
Transcription  
Narrow 
Transcription  
Sound 
Changes  
Part of Word 
Affected  
Claim  /ˈseɪ ˈkleɪm 
əˈgɛn/ 
 
[ˈseɪ+ˈkᵊle͜ɪmə+ˈgɛn] 
 
1. ∅→ə/k_l  
2. Re-
segmenting 
1. Cluster  
2. Segmenting  
 
 
 
 
 
